Dr Seuss
Our Learning Journey:

This term at school we are going to enrich the learning with:
 Finding ‘Things’ around the school using mapping techniques.

No cost

 A sound experiment based on Horton Hears a Who.

No cost

 Designing, making and flying a kite.

No cost

Learning Across the Curriculum
English: We will be reading ‘The Cat in the Hat’ by Dr Seuss. We will learn the story, rewrite it in
our words and then alter the story. Near the end of the term we will write instructions and
explore rhyming in poetry.
Mathematics: Our focus for the beginning of the term will be number and place value. We will be
identifying and representing numbers and counting forwards and backwards. As we develop these
skills further we will move into addition and subtraction near the end of the term. We will focus
on one digit numbers and number bonds.
Science: We will be focusing on seasonal change. We will explore what is meant by weather and
think about how the weather changes throughout the seasons. We will also look at which months
are in each season.
R.E: Our focus for this term will be God.
Art and DT: We will work in the style of Dr Seuss and experiment with colour use to create our
own pieces of art. We will use different materials and equipment to create our art.
P.E: We are focusing on ball skills and gym this term.
Computing: We will be applying code on Espresso to make objects move on the screen.

‘SHINE’ enrichment curriculum
Our ‘SHINE’ module is: Inquisitive
minds

The class will be working with Cranbrook
Grammar School students to solve maths
problems.

HOME LEARNING CHALLENGES
Have a go at these tasks over the term and bring in your learning challenges to share with your
teacher and classmates.

Research Dr Seuss’ life.
When was he born? What is he famous for?

Present a fact file about Dr Seuss. Why is he important? What is he
famous for?

Create a hat.
Recreate the illustrations from a Dr Seuss book.

Visit the library to find Dr Seuss books. Which ones can you find?
Which ones are missing from the library?

Write a review of a Dr Seuss book of your choice. Which is your
favourite Dr Seuss book and why?
Write an adventure for a ‘Thing’ from Cat in the Hat.

In addition to these optional learning challenges above, we expect all children to:
Complete your
weekly tasks on
Mathletics and
Spellodrome.
Your login details
are in this book.

Practise your
weekly spellings
ready for your
spelling test
every Friday.

Read at least four
times a week.
Don’t forget to
get your contact
book signed!

